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Diu is located in the western side of India near the southern coast of Kathiawar peninsula of Gujrat.
It is one of the favorite tourist spot of India. There are many beautiful sights in Diu which
mesmerizes the tourists and are a treat for their eyes. The tourism industry of this city is flourishing
and the lodging facility has played a major part in it. The hotels in Diu cater excellent services for the
people who come to enjoy their holidays. There is never a single complaint by any tourist regarding
the lodging facility. All the contemporary services are provided for the customers. The price of these
hotels vary ranges from few hundred to thousands buck which satisfy all type of tourists. The hotels
in Diu take care of all kinds of need of the customer and doesnâ€™t give any scope for complains. The
management of these hotels is very good. Many of these hotels offer the facility of booking the room
online through their websites thus the tourist doesnâ€™t has to worry about the lodging after he has
landed in Diu. These hotels have their own websites where they mention about all the facilities that
they offer along with the price so that the tourist is not kept in dark and these hotels offer what they
promise to the customers.

Facilities

The facilities that are catering by most of the hotels in Diu are completely satisfying. Most of the
hotels in Diu have the facility of swimming pool, a health center, restaurants and bars. Some of
these hotels also allow pets and have good arrangements for these pets to keep the customer
happy. The facility of free parking is also available so that the customer doesnâ€™t have to worry about
his vehicle. There are many hotels in Diu which are located near the beaches and thus they offer
beautiful view. If someone loves beaches then he wonâ€™t be willing to leave these hotels in the end of
his holidays.

Advantages

There are many three stars hotels in Diu which offer homely and friendly environment to its
customers. These hotels provide all the modern amenities with a warm hospitality to make the stay
of its customer a pleasing one. The hotels in Diu cater the facilities of classic deluxe rooms, royal
deluxe rooms and different suites. These hotels also provide the facility of exchange of money as
well as providing a doctor on demand. The staff at these hotels works hard to completely satisfy its
customers.
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